
Global Staging License Launched The Business
Tools To Empower Home Staging Professionals
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, April 23, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Global Staging
License is excited to announce the
addition of its business tools for home
staging entrepreneurs as a part of their
online training. Global Staging License
offers its online course for aspiring
staging professionals to complete their
home staging certification through an
online gamified platform, that gives them
access to the right knowledge needed to
operate their business. The launch of
Global Staging License tools came
shortly after their announcement of new
subscription model made affordable for
home staging professionals around the
globe.

‘The way that clients expect a business
to respond to them has shifted over the
past few years especially when it comes
to instant gratification,’ says Shahla
Jalali, the CEO of Global Staging
License. Mindcrafted by the industry professionals and the business leaders, these tools feed the
needs of the home staging professionals from all parts of the world. Global Staging License members
are able to exceed client expectations with speed, through the use of their tools. Whether a home
stager is talking to a lead or a client, the ability to instantly send them information, contracts, or a
checklist that actually benefits the client right away, during or right after a conversation, allows the
home staging entrepreneurs to keep up with the fast-paced, competitive home staging industry. 

It may seem like a small factor, however, subconsciously it's actually a large contribution. To provide a
series of business tools that have been written, designed, and made simple to use for staging
entrepreneurs to provide quality and speed to their clients, regardless of the scenario they're in, puts
them in a better position of power to compete with others.

The business tools offered by Global Staging License, are connected to the online staging courses to
empower the home staging professionals to carry out the business successfully through an all in one
platform. The online staging courses offers the knowledge of not only the staging skills, but also the
entrepreneurial skills to operate a staging business right from capturing the lead via marketing
yourself, to closing and negotiating with a client. 

Each component of the platform compliments the other. For example, the online staging course

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://globalstaging.org/


teaches you the components, and the tools that are built based on the knowledge that you can
actually implement into the real world. The intent behind the tools is to not only provide Global
Staging License members more value but to also provide its members with ammunition to keep up the
great quality service for their clients. The Global Staging License tools can be accessed with the
home staging certification for members, at no additional cost.
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